Mathematics
To learn about:
• Number: Place Value (sorting, counting,
reading and writing numerals)
• Addition and subtraction (number bonds to
10, add and subtract one digit numbers,
solve problems)

Science
We are learning all about our ‘superhero
body’:
• To identify and name basic parts of the
human body
• To label basic parts of the human body
• To draw basic parts of the human body
• To name the senses
• To say which part of the body is
associated with each sense

Music
• To learn about rhythm
and pulse
• To follow a beat
• To perform a chant
• To use and explore
percussion instruments

RE
• Families:
To learn about the importance
of family and how we care for
one another
• Baptism:
Learn about the signs and
symbols in Baptism.
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PE
Football to include:
• Kicking skills
• Passing skills
• To develop an understanding
of attacking and defending
• To use a range of movement
and speeds

(1st Half term)

English
Use ‘superhero’ texts and non-fiction books about
our bodies to inspire our learning:
• Role play stories
• Sequence stories
• Write character descriptions
• Write a recipe
• Report writing
• Guided reading
• Individual reading

Computing
• Develop Computing Skills
• Using a graphics program to support art and
DT.
• Phonics games during guided reading
sessions.
• To develop skills using an I-pad

Art & DT
We are learning all about how to be
like a superhero through eating
healthily:
• To learn about a healthy and
varied diet
• To prepare a healthy dish
We are learning about superhero
artwork:
• To learn about the artist Roy
Lichtenstein and apply his style
to their own artwork

History
We are learning all about how
we have changed over time:
• To learn about changes
within living memory.

